Analysis of the Relationship between Beijing Rail Transit and Urban Planning Based on Space Syntax
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Abstract: Transportation infrastructure planning is one of the essential ways to achieve a carbon-neutral society in China’s future. With regards to sustainable urban development, the Green Low-Carbon policy for Transportation is set out in the 14th Five-Year Plan Outline 2021–2025. However, there are only a limited number of previous studies that systematically combined land-use planning and urban transportation evolution to clarify the structural issues in urban transportation optimization. In this study, we use traditional analysis and space syntax analysis to examine the relationship between the urban development of Beijing and the evolution of its rail transit transportation. After analyzing Beijing’s multi-center and multi-circle rail transit structure, it was concluded that the current division of labor in Beijing’s rail transit is unclear. Analysis using space syntax shows that connecting suburban centers using suburban railways improves accessibility better than subways. However, after analyzing the synergy between these factors, it is found that the application of space syntax needs to be analyzed in combination with the actual situation.
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1. Introduction

China has pledged to ensure that CO₂ emissions peak before 2030 and to achieve carbon neutrality before 2060 [1]. For sustainable urban development, the 14th Five-Year Plan Outline (2021–2025) lays out the Green Low-Carbon policy for Transportation [2]. China’s transition to a carbon-neutral society would rely heavily on transportation infrastructure planning. To solve the problem of metropolitan polarization, a multi-center and multi-circle urban spatial structure is proposed. From the development of satellite cities to the current multi-center urban structure, the formation of urban spatial structures is inextricably linked to urban transportation systems. The research on the relationship between urban spatial structures and traffic-supporting facilities focuses on the interaction between urban traffic and urban spatial structure, the optimization of the rail transit system, and the methodology of the traffic structure research, among other factors. The research on the relationship between urban transportation and urban spatial structures mostly discusses the coordinated development of the rail transit systems and the multi-center metropolis. Li, C. proposed that the urban multicenter pattern should be based on the multi-railway station [3]. Zhou, H. studied the interplay between urban form transformation and the development of traffic modes and divided it into different evolving phases [4]. These studies point out that a complementary relationship should be established between the urban morphology and the urban transportation mode. In terms of optimizing a rail transit system, the construction of suburban railways and the necessity of multi-rail transit integration are elucidated. Based on the development status and development trend of Beijing’s urban rail transit, Zheng, M. put forward the concept and the goals of “multi-network integration” for Beijing’s rail transit [5]. Wu, J. studied the profitability of the suburban railway in Tokyo and noted its inspiration for the development of China’s own
suburban railway [6]. Qin, Y. called for the planning and construction of suburban railways and intercity railways to take place as early as possible, along with the construction of subways [7]. Based on the Tokyo metropolitan area rail transit system, Rong, C. provided a reference to build the urban rail transit system in the metropolitan area with the integration of various rail transit systems [8]. These studies suggest that attention should be paid to the construction of suburban railways, and a variety of rail transit network structures should be formed. The feasibility of space syntax and its topological relationship are utilized in the quantitative analysis method of traffic structure research. Song, X. provided a systematic and multi-dimensional comparison of space syntax analysis methods [9]. Li, J. used the integration value of space syntax to analyze the effect of the inter-city railway on the urban agglomeration development of the Beijing-Hebei-Tianjin area [10]. Based on seven selected subway lines in Tokyo, Zhu, W. J. believed that the space syntax method was suitable and feasible for the calculation of the quantitative accessibility index of subway lines [11]. Based on the space syntax theory, Ye, M. A. analyzed the topology structure of Beijing and Shanghai’s mass transit networks, respectively [12]. This study argued that the integration value of space syntax can be used to describe the strength of transportation accessibility. There is much research on the relationship between urban space and rail transit, but there are relatively few studies on the evolution of urban space and rail transit in Beijing. Only Wang, Y. [13] and Wang, S. [14] have studied the evolution of urban space before and after 1949 in Beijing, during distinct historical periods. These two studies mainly elucidate urban planning and urban construction, and the research on the relationship between rail transit and urban development is not the focus. Research on the relationship between rail transit and urban planning throughout the entire historical period is relatively blank. In recent years, the research on the relationship between urban space and rail transit has centered on the economic benefits brought by rail transit for urban spaces and how this impact affects the urban layout. For example, Zhang, C. believes that stations with higher rail transit accessibility will generate an agglomeration effect and attract more employment, which will lead to a shift in land use surrounding the station [15]. Liu C. proposes differentiating Beijing’s rail transit price based on its space cost allocation [16]. At present, few studies are focusing on the optimization of the rail transit network structures to adjust the urban spatial structure. The vast majority of research into the application of space syntax to examine the rail transit structure focuses solely on the subway system or the railway system. Chen, X. used space syntax to evaluate the performance of metro-led urban underground public spaces in Shanghai [17]. Pang, L. analyzed the accessibility of the current situation and planning of the Sichuan railway network based on space syntax [18]. Only Chen, P. N. used space syntax to analyze London’s multilevel transportation network, but they did not point out the possible limitations of the space syntax analysis of multilevel transportation networks [19]. There is relatively scarce literature on the rail transit network of the national railway, subway, and suburban railway using space syntax. This study, therefore, elucidates the relationship between Beijing’s urban planning and its rail transit in different historical periods, and explores space syntax application in various rail transit structures. This study fills the gap in the research on the relationship between Beijing’s rail transit and its urban planning in all historical periods, and it finds inconsistencies between the graphics and texts in the latest version of Beijing’s urban planning. In addition, the limitations of using space syntax to analyze various rail transit network structures are explained, which is helpful to improve the accuracy of the application of space syntax in rail transit structure analysis.

The remaining research content falls into three sections. Section 2 discusses the research framework and the methods used. In Section 3, the obtained research results are presented. Section 4 summarizes the conclusions and provides some suggestions for future research.

### 2. Research Framework and Methods

#### 2.1. Research Framework

Beijing’s rail transit has played an essential role in the evolution of Beijing’s urban space. Therefore, the relationship between Beijing’s rail transit structures and its urban
planning is considered as the research object. Using traditional analyses and space syntax, the evolution of Beijing’s urban spaces and the multi-center structures related to Beijing’s rail transit structures in urban planning are studied.

Firstly, this study uses traditional analytical methods to analyze the relationship between Beijing’s rail transit and the evolution of its urban planning. Secondly, it uses space syntax to analyze the evolution of Beijing’s rail transit and compares this with the analysis results of the first step to verify the feasibility of space syntax in the analysis of rail transit structures. Finally, it analyzes the rail transit structure planning of Beijing’s multi-center structures using space syntax and draws conclusions from this (Figure 1).

**Figure 1.** Research framework for this study.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Accessibility Based on Topological Relation

Space syntax was proposed by Bill Hiller and Julienne Hanson in the 1970s [20]. It provides a set of quantitative analysis methods for understanding space configuration and a new perspective for understanding the complicated urban transportation system. In 1959, Hansen Walter G. proposed the concept of accessibility, which was used to express the degree of convenience from a certain location to a different location in a given transportation system [21]. Space syntax is the use of topological methods to perform quantitative calculations of spatial relationships. The higher the spatial depth value, the smaller the integration value, which means that the accessibility is worse (Equation (1)).

\[
I_i = \frac{1}{RRA_i} = \frac{n \left[ \log_2 \left( \frac{n^2}{(n-1)^2} \right) - 1 \right] + 1}{(n-1)(MD_i - 1)}
\]  

(1)

where \(I_i\) integration; \(RRA_i\), real relative asymmetry; \(n\), number of nodes; \(MD_i\), average depth value.
2.2.2. Application of Space Syntax in the Beijing Rail Transit Line

The application of space syntax in rail transit has been practiced by many scholars. The relationship between rail transit stations conforms to the spatial topological relationship, and the accessibility of these stations is related to the spatial accessibility of the urban area where each station is located. If a train needs to pass through more stations to arrive at its destination, then this indicates that the station’s spatial topology depth is deep, and its accessibility is poor. Accessibility is represented by the integration of the space syntax. Therefore, we divide the rail transit line through the station position and turn it into an axial line. Then, putting the axial line into DepthmapX for topology calculation, it returns an expression map of the integration. In the space syntax, the integration values of rail transit systems are graphically represented as color lines to describe the strength of a rail transit system’s accessibility. The warm-colored lines in the integration expression graph represent high integration, and the lines with the highest integration are shown in red. Correspondingly, the blue line represents poor accessibility.

3. Results
3.1. Evolution of Urban Space and Urban Planning
3.1.1. Evolution of Urban Space

Through the evolution of urban space and rail transit systems in Beijing for more than 100 years, it was found that before 1997, many urban expansion spaces were not connected by railway lines. After 1997, many subway lines were built based on the original urban space (Figure 2). Beijing’s urban space has a low degree of coupling with the railway lines, but it has a substantial degree of coupling with the subway lines.

Beijing’s rail transit includes the railway and subway lines. Beijing’s railway line has evolved in three stages: passive introduction into the city, active construction by the government, and cooperation with the national strategic deployment. In 1888, the Ziguangge Railway was built by the Qing government, and it was the first railway accepted by the government. Since then, railways have been continuously built in Beijing. The analysis of the construction objectives for the development of the railway line shows that the authorities have long paid attention to the trunk link between cities but provided little support for developing suburban Beijing (Table 1 and Figure 3). In addition, the evolution of the railway lines shows that the suburban railway in Beijing appeared rather late when compared to others.
Table 1. Construction purposes of the railway lines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Railway line name</td>
<td>Luhan and Jingshan railway</td>
<td>Circle railway</td>
<td>Fengsha railway</td>
<td>Jingyuan railway</td>
<td>Jingqin railway</td>
<td>Jingjin intercity high-speed railway and S2 suburban railway</td>
<td>S1 Huairou-Miyun Line, Tong-Mi Line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction objectives</td>
<td>Passive acceptance and construction</td>
<td>To solve the problem of grain and coal transportation</td>
<td>To solve the problem of coal outward transportation channel in Shanxi Province and ensure Beijing’s energy supply</td>
<td>To form a North Road channel for the coal outward transportation of Shanxi Province to the East</td>
<td>To form an important transportation line for the coal transportation of Shanxi Province to the East</td>
<td>Jingjin: To reduce the space-time distance between the two megacities and provide strong traffic support for the Bohai economic circle.</td>
<td>S2: To strengthen the connection between the central urban area and the suburban center.</td>
<td>Huairou-Miyun/Tong-Mi: The existing railway is transformed into suburban railway.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table above summarizes the construction purposes of various railway lines in different years, including the specific objectives for each line, such as solving transportation problems related to grain and coal, forming transportation channels for Shanxi Province, and reducing the space-time distance between megacities. The table also highlights the role of these railways in supporting urban and suburban connections and economic circles.
Beijing’s rail transit includes the railway and subway lines. Beijing’s railway line has evolved in three stages: passive introduction into the city, active construction by the government, and cooperation with the national strategic deployment. In 1888, the Ziguangge Railway was built by the Qing government, and it was the first railway accepted by the government. Since then, railways have been continuously built in Beijing. The analysis of the construction objectives for the development of the railway line shows that the authorities have long paid attention to the trunk link between cities but provided little support for developing suburban Beijing (Table 1 and Figure 3). In addition, the evolution of the railway lines shows that the suburban railway in Beijing appeared rather late when compared to others.

![Figure 3. Destination of Beijing railway construction. Source: Drawn based on reference [23].](image)

Only one subway line existed in Beijing in 1977, and after 20 years of development, there were only two subway lines. However, after Beijing won the right to host the Olympic Games in 2001, the subway began to develop rapidly. By 2012, the subway pattern had taken shape. The rapid formation of the Beijing subway over this ten-year period has led to the passive coupling between subway lines and urban space, intensifying the phenomenon of single-center agglomeration [24]. Beijing’s subway development, like the suburban railway, lags in comparison to urban space development.

Presently, the Beijing and suburban railways are not effectively interconnected by the subway system, and the various rail transits are separated. The evolution of Beijing’s rail transit reflects the fact that rail transit lags in comparison to urban space progression, and more urban spaces have to rely on urban roads. This leads to low coupling between rail transit and urban space.

3.1.2. Evolution of Urban Planning

Beijing’s urban pattern was not traditionally planned before the founding of the People’s Republic of China; however, planning determining the current urban pattern began after the founding. In 1953, the “decentralized group” layout of Beijing as a large industrial city was formulated, supported by the Soviet Union, which laid out the urban pattern of Beijing [25]. The urban planning in 1982 removed the expression of Beijing as a modern industrial base and redefined the urban nature as a national, political, and
cultural center [26]. The 1992 plan proposed the development of high-tech and tertiary industries and adhered to the layout of satellite cities and “decentralized groups” [27]. In 2004, building a spatial, strategic layout of a multi-center metropolis was proposed [28]. Furthermore, in 2017, building a multi-center and multi-circle urban development pattern was suggested [29] (Table 2).

From 1953 to 1992, a “decentralized group style” was formed in the suburbs of Beijing, and a satellite city was built in the outer suburbs, forming a spatial pattern of “child and mother city.” However, the development was slow due to the inconvenient traffic connection between the satellite city and the urban area [30]. From 2004 to 2020, Beijing’s urban planning focused on implementing a public-transport-oriented development strategy to realize the coordinated development of land and transportation and to transform the approach of passively supporting urban construction to guide urban development [31]. Suburban railway lines were also built at this time. However, the slow construction of satellite towns of Beijing across periods was due to the insufficiency of the suburban railway.
Table 2. Relationship between rail transit and urban planning in Beijing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unresolved Issues</td>
<td>Urban spatial pattern</td>
<td>The urban suburbs and outer suburbs develop unevenly.</td>
<td>The construction of the satellite city and flow of population to the outer suburban regions were restricted.</td>
<td>The railway support system of suburban center has not been formed.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail Transit Construction</td>
<td>Construction of trunk and circle railways</td>
<td>Construction of trunk railway</td>
<td>The main line railway was improved; however, suburban railways were not built.</td>
<td>Subway lines and S1 and S2 suburban railways were constructed.</td>
<td>Establishing the traffic development mode of different circles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Planning Objectives</td>
<td>Reconstruction of urban pattern or restoration of urban space</td>
<td>Suburban area: “decentralized group style” outer suburban regions: satellite cities</td>
<td>Plan involved satellite cities and decentralized group layout</td>
<td>Construction of the spatial layout of the multicenter metropolis, and alleviation of the noncapital function</td>
<td>Building a multi-core urban spatial structure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: references [25–29].
3.2. Feasibility of Space Syntax

By analyzing the evolution of Beijing’s railway using space syntax, the changes in urban spatial accessibility can be obtained (Figure 4). From 1888 to 2020, the stations with high accessibility were located near to the central areas of the city, while the line color of the urban outer areas is cool-toned (position A in the Figure 4), indicating that the accessibility of the outer areas of Beijing is poor. High-speed railways built after 2008 are more accessible due to them having fewer stations (position B in the Figure 4). However, this refers to the strong accessibility between cities, not the accessibility of Beijing’s urban space. Beijing has long paid attention to the construction of inter-city railway trunk lines, and the construction of the suburban railway is relatively slow, resulting in insufficient accessibility to the outer areas. This is consistent with the above analysis of the evolution of Beijing’s rail transit systems. Therefore, the feasibility of space syntax in the analysis of rail transit structure has been verified.

Figure 4. Evolution of accessibility of Beijing’s railway line. Note: The intersecting axial line of the Shuangfeng Railway in 1960 was unlinked.

3.3. Rail Transit Analysis of the Urban Multi-Center Structure
3.3.1. Rail Transit System Supporting

To change the development mode of single-center agglomeration, a multi-center and multi-circle urban development model is proposed. Different rail transit systems support different suitable transportation distances due to their different speeds and traffic volumes. However, an analysis of the present rail transit facilities of Beijing’s urban centers suggests that the connection between Beijing’s central city and its suburban centers has not formed a clear system. Furthermore, the rail transit systems are independent of each other, and the service scope of each transit system is unclear (Figure 5). The latest version of Beijing’s urban planning proposes the development of circle transportation. The first (radius 25–30 km), second (radius 50–70 km), and third (radius 100–300 km) circles are dominated by the subway, suburban railway, and intercity railway, respectively [29]. At present, in addition to the S1 and S2 suburban railway lines, Beijing completed the transformation of the suburban railways of and the Tong-Mi Line and the Huairou-Miyun Line in 2020, speeding up the construction of the suburban railway. However, most suburban centers have not built or planned special suburban railways to connect with the central urban area. Many suburban centers in the second circle rely on the subway in the central urban area. Pinggu, which is close to the third circle, also plans to connect to the central urban area using a subway. This reflects the poor division of labor and the joint problems between
suburban railways and subways. Suburban railways appear in the first circle, and subway lines are planned to be built in the second circle. Some scholars have pointed out that if the subway in the central urban area is extended to the surrounding urban centers, then the long-distance extension of the subway will lead to more stations, slow transportation speeds, and a saturated transportation capacity. Thus, it would not be able to meet the one-hour commute demand between the suburban center and central urban area [32].

The slow development of suburban railways and subway lines that act as suburban railways highlights the lack of communication between rail transit departments. Whether various rail transit systems can be integrated to form a systematic structure has become a vital issue, restricting the formation of the spatial structure of Beijing’s multi-center city.

![Diagram of Beijing's urban center and rail transit systems.](image)

**Figure 5.** Relationship between Beijing’s urban center and rail transit systems.

### 3.3.2. Accessibility of Rail Transit

Each rail transit line is divided by its stations and the space syntax software, DepthmapX, is used to obtain an integration analysis (Figure 6a). The locations at which there is no station at the intersection of the rail transit lines are unlinked (Figure 6b). According to the software algorithm (Equation (1)), the integration represents the level of accessibility, which is related to the node’s depth value. The end of the subway-connecting line in the suburban center of the second circle in Beijing is blue, and the suburban railway-connecting line in the suburban center of the third circle is green. This shows that the accessibility of the second circle of the suburban centers connected by a subway is lower than that of the third circle of suburban centers that are directly connected by a suburban railway. In fact, in terms of station setting, suburban railways have fewer than subway lines do, and their topological depth is lower than that of subway lines. The accessibility of suburban centers through suburban railway links is indeed high. However, the extension of the subway line to the suburban center would reduce its accessibility due to the increase in the number of stations and the increase in the depth of the topology. The topological logic analysis of space syntax further reflects that the accessibility of connecting the suburban center directly through the suburban railway is better than doing so through the subway. Since the spatial topological relationship does not involve speed, the speed of different rail transit systems is ignored. In addition, the maximum speed of the Beijing subway is 80 km/h, and the design speed of the suburban railway is
100–160 km/h. Considering the speed, the suburban railway in the city center is obviously more accessible. Therefore, to enhance the accessibility of each urban center, it is particularly important to clarify the service scope of each rail transit type.

Figure 6. Integration analysis of Beijing’s rail transit structure.

3.3.3. Synergy of Rail Transit

Axial synergy is defined as the correlation between radius-3 and radius-n integration. It measures the degree to which the internal structure of an area relates to the larger-scale system in which it is embedded [33]. The synergy describes the similarities between the part and the whole. Its value exceeds 0.5, indicating a strong correlation (Equation (2)).

\[
R^2 = \frac{\left[ \sum (Int_r - \bar{Int}_r)(Int_n - \bar{Int}_n) \right]^2}{\sum (Int_r - \bar{Int}_r)^2 \sum (Int_n - \bar{Int}_n)^2}
\]  

(2)

where \(Int_r\): local integration when the step number is \(r\), and \(Int_n\) for whole integration.

The synergy value \(R^2\) of Beijing’s rail transit is 0.649062, which is greater than 0.5. This shows that there is a strong similarity between the part and the whole of Beijing’s rail transit structure (Figure 7). However, Beijing’s urban rail transit systems are currently dominated by subways and there are only four suburban railways. Currently, Beijing’s suburban railways are not sufficient, and the high value of synergy does not mean that Beijing’s rail transit structure is perfect. Therefore, the merits of the rail transit structure cannot be judged by numerical values alone. It is also necessary to make a comprehensive judgment based on the actual situation.
The analysis of the evolution of urban space and urban planning suggests that Beijing’s urban space and rail transit evolution is in a state of low coupling.

The conclusions of this paper are as follows:

(1) After analyzing Beijing’s multi-center and multi-circle rail transit structure, it is concluded that the current division of labor in rail transit in the latest version of Beijing urban planning is unclear. There are inconsistencies between the graphics and texts of Beijing’s urban planning that need to be corrected.

(2) Analysis using space syntax shows that connecting suburban centers using suburban railways improves accessibility better than subways can. Extending subway lines to outer suburbs is not suitable.

(3) The application of space syntax in rail transit structures has been verified. However, the analysis result of the space syntax needs to be examined in combination with the situation on the ground. There may be limitations to the analysis of various rail transit network structures using space syntax. When the rail transit network is dominated by one type of rail transit, the synergy index may not reflect the pros and cons of the actual rail transit structure.

Since the space syntax is calculated based on the topological depth, the rail transit operation mode of over-stopping will reduce the topological depth value of the station, which is not covered in this study. In future research, the rail operation mode can be incorporated into the calculation to optimize the structure of rail transit.

Beijing’s urban space and rail transit development influence and promote each other. The result of urban spatial evolution in Beijing reflects the importance and timeliness of rail transit planning in urban planning. In urban planning, the importance of rail transit planning should be fully realized. The study here supports the fact that the urban space and the realization of urban planning goals depend on their coordination with rail transit planning.
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